Teddy Bear Buddy Contest

Submitted by : Norma J. Hermocillo

Using a Sizzix machine or scissors, cut teddy bears (one bear for each person in the chapter) out of cereal box cardboard. Write the name and telephone number of each chapter member on a white mailing label and stick the names to the printed side of the cardboard. Each week, pull out the bears with the names of the people who came to the meeting. The remainder of the bears are put into a container and each member present draws a name. If they call the person whose name they have drawn sometime during the week, they get one contest point. TOPS members get another point for either turtling or losing weight for the week. KOPS members get another point for staying in leeway. There is a potential for getting two points each week. By drawing the names randomly from the box, everyone sooner or later gets drawn and it doesn't end up that some members are ignored while others are called by multiple members.